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Upgrade Occupational Hearing System Online 

Minneapolis, MN USA (November 14, 2017) Occupational health practitioners can now integrate 
easy-to-use, standalone audiometers and new cloud-based audiometric data management 
system SmartMove Cloud, using Smart Diagnostic Devices online 
store: https://www.smartdiagnosticdevices.com/. 

The intuitive, cost-effective Smart Diagnostic Devices products are ideal for smaller 
occupational hearing testing programs, and the new online store makes it easier to choose an 
appropriate system. Occupational health professionals can easily select complete packages 
with SMART TONE audiometer, D-check bio acoustic simulator, printer, paper and access to 
SmartMove Cloud. The SmartMove Cloud service that comes with the complete packages is at 
no extra cost. SMART TONE accessories and supplies are also offered online.  

Site visitors can purchase SmartMove Cloud or SmartMove Cloud Premium depending on their 
needs for audiogram storage, reporting and analysis. Those with SmartMove Cloud can 
upgrade to SmartMove Cloud Premium, and those with SmartMove Cloud Premium can add 
audiogram storage capacity and additional users. 

“The Smart Diagnostic Devices manufactures both occupational hearing testing equipment and 
related cloud services,” states Jim Teter, Smart Diagnostic Devices sales manager. “The online 
store simplifies how occupational health practitioners choose an OSHA-compliant testing 
system, as well as stay up-to-date with new cloud technology.” 

SmartMove Cloud, www.smartmovecloud.com, allows access to audiometric data using an 
internet connection. Password secure audiogram and test subject data are stored securely in a 
HIPAA-compliant system.  

Smart Diagnostic Devices was born out of the need for easy-to-learn, automated testing devices 
in the occupational health industry. In 2010 Smart Diagnostic Devices launched the SMART 
TONE Automatic Audiometer featuring a touchscreen with an intuitive icon-interface. Working 
on the premise of continually providing technically advanced, integrated, and flexible products, 
Smart Diagnostic Devices provides practical solutions to occupational health and clinical 
hearing conservation programs. For more information, contact Jim Teter, Product Sales 
Manager, Smart Diagnostic Devices, 310 Fourth Avenue South, Suite 5000, Minneapolis, MN 
55415 USA (Office) +1 612-548-5556, (Email) sales@smartdiagnosticdevices.com 
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